CASE & FOLDING BOX SEALERS
Maximum transport safety and quality through automatic closing

OUR CLOSING MACHINES
From the simple, semi-automatic sealing unit to the fully automatic closing machine, OPITZ offers individual solutions for every application and desired level of automation. We constantly update our user-friendly systems to meet the highest quality standards whilst utilizing the latest in cutting edge technology.

MATCHING SOLUTION TO EVERY REQUIREMENT
We offer the perfect closure system for every application, whether to dust-proof, provide tamper-evidence, maximize durability or protect the environment. We are leading closure specialists especially for gummed tape applications.

OPITZ systems can close your cases at various positions including the underside, top or corner of the box, either for identical or mixed sized cases:

Sealing types
· U-/slot-seal
· H/double-T-seal
· C-seal
· slotted seal with tear strip

Adhesive tapes
· gummed tape
· self-adhesive tape
· hot melt & cold glue

YOUR BENEFITS
· fully and semi-automatic sealing
· processing of all commonly used sealing tapes and types
· precise sealing without down times
· high performance

SMART PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY

THE DOUBLE-PLUS FACTOR
OPITZ Gummed Tape Seals are made of sustainable raw materials and can be fully recycled
HIGHEST QUALITY AUTOMATIC CLOSING

Automatic closing offers many advantages: It is precise, fast, economical, gentle to both box and contents, it is the prerequisite for further automated processing (e.g. palletizing) and it is the safest way to handle your product. The high quality of our systems and their components guarantee maximum benefits for our customers.

GUMMED TAPE CLOSING MACHINES (NKB)
The OPITZ NKB series includes machines for closing of cases with gummed adhesive tape. All commercially available gummed tapes can be processed. Reinforced gummed tapes are also available. The essential advantage over other sealing materials lies in the homogeneous bond the compounds of the tape form with the corrugated cardboard.

Biodegradable and made of environmentally friendly renewable raw materials, gummed tape is the sealing tape of the future. It guarantees the outer packaging is properly sealed as well as providing a tamper evident durable closure.

Output: up to 20 boxes / min.

SELF-ADHESIVE TAPE CLOSING MACHINES (SKB)
The OPITZ SKB series consists of self-adhesive tape case closing machines. All commercially available adhesive tapes can be processed. The main advantage over other types of closures are the lower initial investment costs.

Output: up to 30 boxes / min.

HOT MELT GLUE CLOSING MACHINES (HL)
The OPITZ HL series consists of hot melt glue case closing machines. All brands of glue products can be used. The significant advantages over the other types of closures are the simple operation of the systems as well as the strength and stability of the closure.

Output: up to 40 boxes / min.

Do you want more information? We will gladly advise you! Tel: +49 (0) 55 53 / 99 38-0 – info@opitz-packaging-systems.de